Dictionaries tell stories of many kinds. The history of dictionaries, of how they were produced, published and used, has much to tell us about the language and the culture of the past. This monumental work of scholarship draws on published and archival material to survey a wide range of dictionaries of western European languages (including English, German, Latin and Greek) published between the early sixteenth and mid seventeenth centuries. John Considine establishes a new and powerful model for the social and intellectual history of lexicography by examining dictionaries both as imaginative texts and as scholarly instruments. He tells the stories of national and individual heritage and identity that were created through the making of dictionaries in the early modern period. Far from dry, factual collections of words, dictionaries are creative works, shaping as well as recording early modern culture and intellectual history.
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Conventions and abbreviations

I have, except for some single words and very short passages, given translations or paraphrases of my sources in my main text and originals in my footnotes. Quotations from vernacular languages are given in old spelling, preserving i/j and u/v variation but normalizing, e.g., vv in English to w, ʒ in Old English to g. Use of accents, cedillas and other diacritics in vernacular texts has only been normalized in the case of superscript e in German, which has been replaced by the umlaut. Quotations from Latin are normalized by the removal of diacritics and the expansion of digraphs; & is retained for et, and the expansion of other abbreviations is indicated. Quotations from Greek are normalized by the expansion of all ligatured and abbreviated forms. Black-letter and Anglo-Saxon typefaces are given in italics. Underlinings in manuscript are represented by underlinings.

The forms of names are always a problem in the intellectual history of this period. If in doubt as to whether to cite a given name in vernacular or classicizing form, I have generally preferred the one that seemed more familiar to me. (For what it’s worth, my earlier intention was to give vernacular forms wherever this would not be positively absurd, i.e., Melanchthon rather than Schwarzerd but van Gorp rather than Goropius and Zsámboky rather than Sambucus – but as the years went by, this arrangement seemed increasingly unsatisfactory, and Goropius and Sambucus, among others, had their learned names restored to them.) I have given alternative forms of some names in parentheses where they first appear. Classical Greek names and a few later ones have generally been Latinized, and a few Greek and Latin names have been Anglicized, familiarity being the criterion again: Marcus Musurus, not Markos Mousouros; Aristotle, not Aristoteles. The form of Byzantine Greek names generally follows the usage of the Oxford dictionary of Byzantium.

References in footnotes are to author and short title, plus date or other publication details when these are particularly significant or are necessary to distinguish editions; fuller bibliographical information has been
provided in the bibliography. This is divided into three sections: manuscripts and annotated copies of printed books; printed books written before 1800; printed books written after 1800. The identifications of publishers in the imprints of early printed books have been reported in their original form, since they may convey significant information; ‘ex officina Roberti Stephani’ in 1536 and ‘ex officina Roberti Stephani typographi Regii’ in 1543 certainly say different things, as does ‘Oliva Roberti Stephani’ in 1538, and the form of words ‘excudebat Robertus Stephanus in sua officina’ in 1538 may also have been selected deliberately. Although this policy leads to bibliographical records in which the vernacular and classicizing forms of a name both appear, e.g., ‘St Justin Martyr, Epist[ola] ad Diognetu[m], & Oratio ad Graecos. Ed. Henri Estienne. [Geneva:] excudebat Henricus Stephanus, 1592’, I think this inconsistency is an acceptable price to pay for the presence of the imprint. The names of publishing towns have been given in the vernacular, and Anglicized where appropriate.

Quotations from and references to classical sources generally follow what I understand to be the modern textus receptus and division into books, chapters, etc., and particular editions have therefore not been specified. Translations from classical sources are my own unless otherwise stated, but owe a general debt to Loeb translations where those have been available. Translations from post-classical sources and texts in modern languages are my own unless otherwise stated. Quotations from patristic sources are accompanied by references to the Patrologia graeca and Patrologia latina. Quotations from and references to the Bible follow the New RSV unless otherwise specified.

In citations, facsimile, microfilm and digitized reproductions of early printed books are not generally distinguished from originals: often the same edition has been consulted in several different forms at different times, and identifying them all would not have been particularly useful. However, where I have discussed an individual copy of a book for the sake of its annotations and I know it to be available in facsimile or on microfilm, I have said so; I have also identified locations or facsimiles of one or two particularly elusive items. I have made particular use of the reproductions of English books in the microfilm series Early English books 1475–1640, The Thomason Tracts, Early English books 1641–1700, and The eighteenth century (and of the digitized images of these microfilms available in the databases Early English books online and Eighteenth-century collections online), and of continental printed books in the IDC microfiche series Philological tools and Harmonia linguarum and in the Gallica
collection which the Bibliothèque Nationale generously makes freely available online.

I have tried to disencumber footnotes of the following: (i) gratuitous identifications of mistakes or omissions in the work of others; (ii) general bibliographical information, e.g., ‘for a good overview of the subject, see X, Y and Z’ as opposed to the identification of the sources for the statements I have made; (iii) references to the standard sources of bibliographical, bibliographical and lexicographical information, unless these are actually being quoted directly. Standard sources which I have consulted routinely include the following.

Biographical: for antiquity, the *Oxford classical dictionary*, 3rd edn, and the *Neue Pauly*; for the Byzantine world, the *Oxford dictionary of Byzantium*; for early modern writers, Bietenholz and Deutscher’s *Contemporaries of Erasmus*, Maillard, Kecskeméti and Portalier’s *L’Europe des humanistes* (xvi–xvii siècles), and the *Oxford encyclopedia of the Reformation*, the Dictionary of scientific biography, the *Biographic nationale* and the *Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch woordenboek* for the Low Countries; the *Oxford dictionary of national biography* for the British Isles; the extant volumes of the *Dizionario biographico degli italiani* for Italy; those of the *Neue deutsche Biographie* for Germany; the *Nouvelle biographie française* for France; and the predecessors of all these.

Bibliographical: the *English short-title catalogue* and the printed volumes of *STC* and *Wing*; the catalogues of libraries in the United Kingdom available online through COPAC; the printed catalogues of the British Library and the Bibliothèque Nationale; the Swedish library catalogues available online through LIBRIS; the *Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke*; the published volumes of the *Index aureliensis*; the *National union catalog*; the catalogues available online through OCLC WorldCat.

Lexicographical: the *Deutsches Wörterbuch*, Liddell and Scott’s *Greek lexicon*, the *Oxford English Dictionary*, 2nd and revised online editions (*OED*); the *Oxford Latin Dictionary*, the *Thesaurus linguae latinae*, and the standard dictionaries of patristic and medieval Latin; the *Trésor de la langue française*; the *Woordenboek der Nederlandse taal*.

I have used the following abbreviations:

- **ASD** Opera omnia Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami (see bibliography s.n. Erasmus)
- **BL** British Library, London
- **BN** Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris
- **Bodl.** Bodleian Library, Oxford
- **CWE** Collected Works of Erasmus (see bibliography s.n. Erasmus)
- **HCS** History of classical scholarship (see bibliography s.n. Pfeiffer)
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